Introduction {#Sec1}
============

There is a large body of work describing the structure of food webs that exclude parasites (Pimm et al. [@CR27]; see Dunne [@CR12], for a recent review). Several simple models have played an important role characterizing the non-random structure of food webs, including the cascade model (Cohen et al. [@CR9]), the niche model (Williams and Martinez [@CR33]), and the nested-hierarchy model (Cattin et al. [@CR5]). These are essentially static models based upon a one-dimensional ordering or hierarchy for species. Despite their simple rules, the niche and nested-hierarchy models have been able to capture several structural properties of empirical food webs. Of all the food webs Williams and Martinez analyzed for their assessment of the niche model, only the Ythan Estuary food web included parasites (Huxham and Raffaelli [@CR16]), and that was the food web most poorly captured by the niche model, though apparently, this was due to a preponderance of top predators (birds) in this system (Williams and Martinez [@CR33]). Huxham et al. ([@CR17]) point out the two aspects of parasitism that potentially result in poor fits to existing models of structure: a reversed ordering on the niche dimension due to their feeding on resources with larger body sizes and complex life cycles, which reduces intervality.

Although parasites can have profound effects on the structure and dynamics of ecological networks (Marcogliese and Cone [@CR24]; Lafferty et al. [@CR20], [@CR21]; Lafferty et al. [@CR22]), they have usually been excluded from food web research due to the perception that they contribute little to energy flow, do not kill their hosts; in addition, they are out of sight for ecologists, can be laborious to detect and have complex trophic life cycles, challenging placement in a web (Lafferty et al. [@CR22]). Increasingly, their impact on host populations and communities has been recognized, and the recent quantification of their biomass in estuarine ecosystems shows that infectious agents may make a substantial energetic contribution to ecosystems (Kuris et al. [@CR18]).

Few field and theoretical studies have addressed the role of parasitic links in food webs. The exceptions in field studies include the Ythan Estuary food web (Huxham and Raffaelli [@CR16]), the Company Bay food web (Thompson et al. [@CR31]), and the Carpinteria Salt Marsh food web (Lafferty et.al. [@CR20]). For the Ythan Estuary food web, only helminths were systematically detected, and the food web of the Company Bay intertidal mudflat includes only nine parasites. The Carpinteria Salt Marsh web is the most comprehensive web including parasites. It has the benefit of extensive sampling of both hosts and parasites and extensive information on the complex life cycles of the parasites (Lafferty et al. [@CR20]; Kuris et al. [@CR18]).

Initial analyses have shown that consideration of parasites in food webs significantly modifies general topological properties of the network. Not surprisingly, the addition of parasites increases species richness, the number of links, trophic level, and chain length (Huxham and Raffaelli [@CR16]; Thompson et al. [@CR31]). More interestingly, parasites increase connectance, an important metric measuring the density of links in the network (Lafferty et al. [@CR20], [@CR21]; Lafferty et al. [@CR22]). Recognizing and including predator--parasite and parasite--parasite links further increases this metric and dramatically increases relative nestedness (Lafferty et al. [@CR20], [@CR21]), a global measure that characterizes how interactions between species in two different levels (e.g., plants and pollinators or hosts and parasites) are distributed among species with different degrees of specialization. A nested network possesses a cohesive core of interacting species, composed largely of generalists, and a high asymmetry in that specialists interact primarily with generalists (Bascompte et al. [@CR3]). Parasitic links, like predator--prey links, are non-randomly distributed, with an overdispersed number of parasites per host and with hosts tending to occupy higher trophic levels (Chen et al. [@CR7]). The detailed analyses of a series of new empirical networks by Dunne et al. (personal communication) show that the inclusion of parasites pushes the overall food web structure away from the niche model's expectation.

Though the niche model suggests that much of the structure of food webs can be explained by a one-dimensional ordering, what that ordering factor is remains an open question. Potential candidates include body mass (Warren and Lawton [@CR32]; Cohen et al. [@CR11]; Petchey et al. [@CR26]) and related quantities such as metabolic rates and trophic level (Stouffer et al. [@CR29]). Predators are generally larger than their prey, and parasites are nearly always smaller than their hosts (Lafferty and Kuris [@CR19]). Leaper and Huxham ([@CR23]) argue that this size relationship for parasites and hosts eliminates the prospects of body size as the hierarchy factor in a model with a strict ordering, such as the cascade model, but, as we will describe here, the same factor and ordering can be used when considering parasites if one distinguishes parasitic and predatory links by ordering them by different (but related) rules.

To further address the non-random structure of parasitic links, we consider a series of network properties related to the links themselves, in particular, those describing the degree of clustering, nestedness, and generality. To explain the non-random structure of host--parasite links revealed by these analyses, we propose an extension of the niche model. This model captures the observed clustering, nestedness, and several food web indices of the parasitic links, significantly better than a series of null models, including a random assignment of parasites to hosts. The proposed model essentially reverses the hierarchy of the niche model (Williams and Martinez [@CR33]), but only for parasite--host links; this is the constraint by which the range of prey for a given consumer must be centered below its own position in the one-dimensional niche axis. It also reverses the axis of generality for parasites. Comparisons to a series of models that relax these assumptions show that only the reversal of the generality rule appears essential. We discuss interpretations of these results in relation to body size and future directions for models of food web structure.

Data {#Sec2}
----

The Carpinteria Salt Marsh food web (Lafferty et al. [@CR20], [@CR21]) comprises free-living species chosen from quantitative surveys and generally included those metazoan species common enough to comprise 99.58% of the individuals from a particular taxonomic group (birds, fishes, large invertebrates, small invertebrates). Published, observed, and inferred diet relationships were used to recognize predator--prey links. Infectious agents were included based on extensive parasitological investigations of hosts in this marsh (thousands of hosts of almost all the predator and prey species in the web were dissected for infectious agents). Parasites included macroparasites mostly parasitic helminths, parasitic castrators, parasitoids, pathogens, and trophically transmitted parasites (sensu Lafferty and Kuris [@CR19]). Some natural enemies were underestimated. For instance, microbial pathogens were not typically detected; plant pathogens were excluded, and avian parasites, pathogens, and ectoparasites were under-sampled. Parasites of plants were not included in the analysis. Very small invertebrates (\<∼1 mm), free-living protozoans, bacteria, and fungi were not included, nor were their infectious agents. These detailed data on web structure are available at the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis Interaction Web Database, which is free and accessible to the public.

We consider two types of links in this network: predator--prey links and parasite--host links. Predator--prey links (and predation) refer throughout the paper to non-parasitic interactions between free-living species, including herbivory. Many of the parasites possess complex life cycles. To simplify the analysis, two versions of the Carpinteria food web were analyzed. In the species version, life stages of a particular species were grouped into one entity or "species." In the life stage version, each life stage of a species is treated as a separate "trophic unit." The trophic "species" convention was used, where all species that share identical predators, prey, parasites, and hosts were grouped. This convention has been used in food web studies to reduce methodological and statistical variation due to uneven resolution (Briand and Cohen [@CR4]) and insufficient sampling (Martinez et al. [@CR25]) of taxa and to focus on functionally distinct components of food webs (Williams and Martinez [@CR33]). Micropredators feed on multiple preys as do predators, but take a small meal as do parasites. These functional affinities to both parasites and predators pose a classification dilemma. For example, mosquitoes are micropredators interacting with many "prey", totaling 79 links. They were classified as predators in our analyses.

The Carpinteria data include two other types of links that are not explicitly considered in our analyses: predators feeding on parasites and parasites feeding on parasites. Consumption of parasites in the Carpinteria's web occurs primarily as the result of predators eating infected prey. This is the main form of transmission for parasites with complex life cycles whose different stages parasitize different host species. The reason not to include such links in the model explicitly is that links that result from predators feeding on infected hosts can be easily generated from the two types of links we do generate, for example, by estimating the probability of "incidental" or "concomitant" predation of parasites based on the existence of a prey with links to both a predator and a parasite. This would take into account the great majority of the links for the consumption of parasites, the exception being the links to free-living stages of parasites, exclusively cercariae in our system. We also do not consider parasite--parasite links since these represent primarily competitive interactions within the host and do not affect the network of species interactions between hosts and parasites or between consumers and their resources.

Finally, hyperparasitism is absent from our analyses as it is also very rare in the data. However, this is not a limitation of the proposed model itself which could generate such links by establishing a parasite--parasite link when a parasite falls into the host range of another parasite.

Statistical measures {#Sec3}
--------------------

To evaluate clustering properties of the network when two different types of links (predation and parasitism) are present, we introduce the following two statistics:

The *feed-forward loop* motif is a particular directed triad form of clustering. We specifically compute the probability, given that a parasite parasitizes a particular trophic species *and* a predator preys upon that species, that the parasite parasitizes that predator as well (see Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This motif was studied earlier by (Shen-Orr et al. [@CR28]) in their analysis of the regulatory network of *Escherichia coli*. Our version of the motif is a bit different in that there are two types of nodes---parasite and nonparasite. Fig. 1Food web motif statistics analyzed: **a** The feed-forward loop statistic looks for two chains of a prey/host being both parasitized and preyed upon. The statistic is the probability that the respective predator is also parasitized by the respective parasite. **b** The bi-fan statistic looks for parasites that share a host. The statistic is the probability, if one of the parasites has another host, that the other parasite also shares that host

The *bi-fan* motif characterizes another higher form of clustering. Given that two parasites parasitize the same host and one of the parasites parasitizes another host, we evaluate the probability that the second parasite parasitizes the second host as well (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This is a measure of the contiguity of the niche space, related to the notion of intervality in food webs (Cohen [@CR8]; Cattin et al. [@CR5]; Stouffer et al. [@CR29]). For interval networks, there exists a suitable ordering of the species for which all the prey of each predator are contiguous.

A macroscopic characterization of structure, in terms of the distribution of parasitic links on their hosts, is evaluated with the statistic *nestedness* for bipartite networks. Nestedness measures how well the groups of hosts of specialist parasites can be successively nested, like matryoshka dolls or Chinese boxes, into the host groups of increasingly more generalist parasites (see Atmar and Patterson ([@CR2]) or Bascompte et al. ([@CR3]) for details). Nestedness was originally developed to analyze how species are distributed on a set of small islands (Atmar and Patterson [@CR2]). Applying this species--island analogy, Bascompte et al. ([@CR3]) used nestedness to characterize how animals were distributed in plant--animal mutualistic networks. We used the Nestedness Calculator software created by W. Atmar and B. D. Patterson and converted the "temperature" *T* obtained with it into a nestedness measure using the convention of Bascompte et al. ([@CR3]), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ N = \left( {100 - T} \right)/100 $$\end{document}$. The nestedness of the sample food web is compared with that of a network produced by a null model in which the links are randomized in such a way as to preserve the degree distribution of the entire web (Fischer and Lindenmayer [@CR15]). We also considered a null model in which the same number of parasite--host links was randomly assigned to parasites and hosts. Nestedness has the unique feature of being not merely a local measure (e.g., feed-forward loop) or a global measure (e.g., connectivity) of the food web, but rather a measure across many scales.

A number of global measures or indices have been used to characterize the fit of food web models (Williams and Martinez [@CR33]). For the same purpose, we also re-define several of these previously used measures to characterize the structure of the parasitic links in the network (details are given in Appendix [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For instance, the fraction of basal, intermediate, and top species can be defined exclusively for parasites, to mean the fraction of parasites of basal, intermediate, and top free-living (host) species. Similarly, the standard deviation of generality provides a measure of the variability in the number of hosts per parasite species. The complete list of measures and their definitions can be found in Appendix [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Note that we consider vulnerability statistics both (a) with respect to predator--prey links and parasite--host links and (b) with respect to parasite--host links only, in order to more specifically evaluate our model.

Proposed models {#Sec4}
---------------

We consider that the niche model as originally proposed by Williams and Martinez ([@CR33]) applies to the food web part of the network composed only of non-parasitic interactions between consumers and resources. This model first establishes a hierarchy by ordering species along a one-dimensional axis, which determines potential prey species. Actual predation links are then assigned through contiguous ranges along this same axis selected to preserve the chosen connectance (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the size of these ranges is an increasing function of the position of the predator in the niche axis, which makes them increasingly less specialized (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 2The niche model (Williams and Martinez [@CR33]) is used to model the underlying predator--prey food web, and, as described below, parasites were added to the web. The niche model uses two fundamental parameters, connectance and species richness, and relies on a one-dimensional niche space or hierarchy. Species are given a random niche value *n* ~*i*~ ∼ *Uniform (0.1)* in the hierarchy. Diets are assigned to each species independently by generating a center and a range as follows. Firstly, the feeding range is given by *r* ~*i*~ = *n* ~*i*~ *x* ~*i*~ where *x* is a random number drawn from a Beta distribution, with$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The niche model, without any extension to distinguish parasitic from non-parasitic links, could be applied to the full Carpinteria webs with all types of interactions included. We note, however, that the niche model considers only two parameters, corresponding respectively to connectance and species richness for the whole network. Because of this, the resulting subwebs generated by this model lack the proper connectance for the four corresponding submatrices defined by the different types of interactions (parasite--nonparasite, nonparasite--nonparasite, nonparasite--parasite, and parasite--parasite; see Table [S3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}, Supplement). This is not surprising since the model lacks enough information to generate an expected number of links in each submatrix that matches their observed values. Because the empirical web is composed of these subwebs and their connectance differs, we can expect the simulated networks to deviate for a number of properties from the data. We can also expect that assigning parasites at random to these simulated networks would fail to capture basic properties of the network, such as the fraction of intermediate and top consumers, as well as parasites (see [Results](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}).

We extend the niche model to introduce parasitic links by considering the same single dimension and the same two general concepts of a hierarchy and interaction ranges. However, the model effectively reverses the hierarchy for the parasite species that determine potential and realized hosts as illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The center of host ranges are now placed above the parasite in the niche axis, and the size of the host range decreases instead of increasing with the position of the parasite in this axis. Effectively, parasites become increasingly specialized the higher their ranking. We refer to this extension of the niche model as the *inverse niche model*.

Besides the null model that assigns parasites randomly to the nonparasites in the web, we simulated a series of alternative models described below that generate non-random structures of the parasitic links. To see which elements of the inverse niche model were essential, three simpler variants were considered: First, all parasites were given a constant range, but the ordering of hosts relative to their parasites was preserved. A constant range eliminates from the model the relationship between generality and position in the niche axis. Second, this relationship was preserved, but the hierarchy itself was not. In this case, hosts can be above or below the parasite's placement in the niche axis, with range centers chosen randomly. Third, both the hierarchy and the decreasing host range were eliminated. All parasites were given a constant range and the range centers were chosen randomly. Random centers break down the assignment of parasites to hosts that are higher up in the niche axis.

Simulation {#Sec5}
----------

Monte Carlo simulations generated 1,000 webs with the same number of nonparasites *S*~NP~ and parasites *S*~P~. To obtain the 1,000 webs, we followed the rejection criteria introduced by Williams and Martinez for the niche model. Thus, we rejected those webs whose connectance was not within 3% of the observed value for the nonparasite--nonparasite links and parasite--nonparasite links. Species that were isolated from the rest of the web, having no prey, predators, parasites, or hosts, were discarded and replaced. Extra species that had identical interactions were also discarded and replaced.

Results {#Sec6}
=======

Statistics of the two food web versions, life stage and species, were compared with those of a null model where the same number of parasite--host links were randomly assigned to parasites and nonparasites or hosts. As shown in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, and consistent with Chen et al. ([@CR7]), both versions of the Carpinteria food web differed greatly from their random counterparts. Both the bi-fan and the average maximum similarity (MaxSim) statistics show a food web with parasites having much more similar diets than would be predicted from random, suggesting a low-dimensional or otherwise clumpy, compartmentalized niche space. Table 1Comparison of the different models for the species version of the Carpinteria food web based on a number of food web statisticsStatisticsCarpinteriaCarp. web + random linksConstant range with hierarchyInverse niche model(1−*n*)*y* range with no hierarchyWebMeanSD*z* valueMeanSD*z* valueMeanSD*z* valueMeanSD*z* value*Proportion of completed bi-fans*0.5860.1450.005678.1660.6520.018−3.5620.5130.0372.0130.5390.0391.186*Proportion of completed FFLs*0.4340.1460.009231.3150.2490.0662.8200.2980.0721.8920.3100.0641.918*Nestedness*0.8430.5120.0231−14.3500.5330.059−5.2150.8180.0405−0.6320.7150.0432.981Ave. basal0.1230.123----0.1730.036−1.3640.1680.035−1.2880.1750.035−1.481Ave. intermediate0.8520.852----0.7800.0651.1190.7860.0631.0380.7750.0671.144Ave. top0.0250.025----0.0510.059−0.4510.0490.056−0.4360.0550.063−0.489*Rate of p-basal connection*0.0110.1230.0149−7.4850.0980.036−2.4130.0910.038−2.1120.1540.041−3.486*Rate of p-intermediate connection*0.9710.8520.01617.3860.8290.1021.4000.8250.1141.2790.7980.0762.282*Rate of p-top connection*0.0180.0250.0067−1.0520.0750.095−0.6020.0860.106−0.6430.0480.067−0.458Ave. cannibal rate0.0000.000----0.0900.031−2.9080.0920.030−3.1140.0890.030−2.940*p--h SD generality*0.8680.2650.030120.0610.2610.0649.4460.9140.104−0.4360.9010.102−0.323*p--h SD vulnerability*1.0000.3880.030220.2750.6970.1013.0040.8220.1251.4260.3660.0946.770*SD vul (p--h & predator--prey)*0.5400.550.0195−0.4880.2850.0495.2040.2890.0524.8340.3550.0762.456*p--h ave. max similarity*0.5910.2260.009439.0500.8420.017−15.1190.6150.031−0.7650.5780.0380.363Loop proportion0.2590.259----0.1020.0364.3180.1040.0364.2550.1000.0374.302Ln (no. of chains)5.2105.210----5.5590.699−0.4995.8000.751−0.7855.5160.686−0.445Ave. food chain length6.7166.716----8.5571.753−1.0508.9851.810−1.2558.4321.703−1.007SD of chain length1.3791.379----2.0790.264−2.6512.1280.256−2.9232.0690.264−2.609*Ln* (*no. of p. chains*)6.1985.9550.03417.1226.5160.705−0.4516.7460.758−0.7236.2480.692−0.073*Average p. food chain length*7.6597.7150.0524−1.0639.5471.741−1.08410.0001.794−1.3059.3681.698−1.006*SD of p. chain length*1.3131.3780.0205−3.1922.0630.268−2.8032.1090.260−3.0582.0710.267−2.840Proportion of omnivory0.7140.714----0.9470.044−5.2270.9490.042−5.5510.9450.048−4.802*Proportion of p. omnivory*0.9370.9990.0030−20.8521.0000.000NAN0.9990.006−10.6100.9880.020−2.515The values of these statistics are first shown for the empirical data. Those of the mean and standard deviation for the simulated networks are then given for (1) a null random model in which the parasitic links are assigned at random to the predator and prey of the empirical food web, (2) a model with a parasite hierarchy but constant host ranges, (3) the inverse niche model, and (4) a model with decreasing host ranges $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {r_i} = (1 - {n_i}){y_i} $$\end{document}$ but no parasite hierarchy. Italicized statistics include *only* host--parasite links in the calculations. Results for the simulations of the model with a constant host range and no parasite hierarchy are shown in Table [S1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. Normalized errors (*t* scores), obtained by dividing the raw errors by the SD of the properties' distributions in the model simulations, are also given.*FFL*s feed-forward loops, *p* parasite, *p*--*h* parasite--host linksTable 2Comparison of the different models for the life stages version of the Carpinteria food webStatisticsCarpinteriaCarp. web + random linksConstant range with hierarchyInverse niche model(1−*n*)*y* range with no hierarchyWebMeanSD*z* valueMeanSD*z* valueMeanSD*z* valueMeanSD*z* value*Proportion of completed bi-fans*0.6040.0920.00687.6180.6280.018−1.2810.5130.0372.5120.5040.0442.293*Proportion of completed FFLs*0.1200.0920.0073.8680.1590.048−0.8080.2980.072−2.4870.2120.051−1.787*Nestedness*0.8620.6680.01711.2610.6440.0415.2800.8230.0331.1910.8050.0252.262Ave. basal0.1200.120----0.1670.034−1.3740.1680.035−1.3730.1710.036−1.386Ave. intermediate0.8310.831----0.7880.0630.6870.7860.0630.7140.7850.0650.715Ave. top0.0480.048----0.0480.0580.0090.0490.056−0.0160.04920.058−0.018*Rate of p-basal connection*0.0130.1200.016−6.5530.0980.035−2.4290.0910.038−2.0670.1470.042−3.239*Rate of p-intermediate connection*0.9740.8310.0197.4790.8330.1011.4000.8250.1141.3080.8060.0772.182*Rate of p-top connection*0.0130.0490.010−3.4950.0710.096−0.6040.0860.106−0.6900.0480.065−0.538Ave. cannibal rate0.0000.000----0.0920.030−3.0510.0920.030−3.1140.0900.031−2.922*p--h SD generality*1.1050.3390.03322.8540.3250.06412.1780.9140.1041.8260.9360.1091.539*p--h SD vulnerability*1.0760.4340.03220.0310.6680.0914.4780.8220.1252.0320.4270.0976.654*SD vul (p--h & predator--prey)*0.5370.5490.019−0.6430.2900.0504.9090.2890.0524.7700.3630.0722.426*p--h ave. max similarity*0.5230.2210.00131.1480.7960.016−17.0800.6150.031−2.9800.5540.033−0.946Loop proportion0.0000.000----0.1040.036−2.8870.1040.036−2.8650.1020.038−2.675Ln (no. of chains)4.2654.265----5.7710.751−2.0065.8000.751−2.0455.7350.727−2.023Ave. food chain length4.2724.272----8.9391.808−2.5818.9851.807−2.6088.8111.803−2.517SD of chain length1.1181.118----2.1220.264−3.8002.1280.256−3.9422.1000.266−3.687*Ln* (*no. of p. chains*)4.8464.9350.083−1.0706.6470.755−2.3846.7460.758−2.5076.4410.736−2.167*Average p. food chain length*4.6975.2620.085−6.5999.9271.792−2.91710.0001.794−2.9559.7691.801−2.817*SD of p. chain length*1.0331.1160.013−6.4392.1070.267−4.0192.1090.260−4.1342.0970.268−3.962Proportion of omnivory0.70690.707----0.9470.047−5.1280.9490.042−5.7260.9450.048−4.908*Proportion of p. omnivory*0.8820.9960.009−13.0390.9990.004−28.5950.9990.006−20.1880.9830.024−4.125The values of the food web statistics for the empirical data are shown first. The mean and standard deviation of these properties for the simulated networks are then given for the inverse niche model and a number of null models described in the text. Italicized statistics include *only* host--parasite links in the calculations. Results for the simulations of the model with constant host ranges and no parasite hierarchy are shown in Table [S2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}.*FFLs* feed-forward loops, *p* parasite, *p*--*h* parasite--host links

The number of feed-forward loops for the species version of the web was also significantly high, reflecting the common pathway of parasites from prey to predator. With the host species embedded in a trophic hierarchy, this high value indicates that a sizable number of parasites should be sufficiently generalist to parasitize both predator and prey. The significantly lower value of the number of feed-forward loops for the life stage web should not be surprising since the life stage separation segregates many of these triangle-completing links.

Both versions of the food web are much more nested than the degree distribution-preserving null model. The less strict null model originally used by Atmar and Patterson ([@CR2]) yielded even more statistically significant values of nestedness. Other indices further reflect significant departures from a random assignment of parasitic links to the predator--prey food web. In both web versions, the empirical values of vulnerability of hosts to parasites are significantly higher than those obtained in the model that randomly assigns parasites to hosts. Significantly higher values are also seen for the generality of parasites and for their maximum similarity. The above comparisons for clustering, nestedness, and other general statistics describe in detail how the structure of the parasitic links in the food web differs from random.

A similarly poor fit to the data is obtained if we use the original niche model to generate the whole food web (with the connectance and species richness determined by all four types of interactions) and assign parasites at random (Table [S3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}, Supplement). This result is to be expected since the number of links in each of the four possible submatrices (defined by the four types of links) is significantly different from its expected value (Table [S3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}, Supplement).

We evaluate next whether the proposed inverse niche model captures this structure.

Results in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} show that the inverse niche model is significantly better than the random null model. Bi-fan and feed-forward loop clustering were captured better in both versions of the food web and so were nestedness and the standard deviation of generality. The MaxSim generated by the inverse niche model was closer to that of the empirical web than that generated by the random model, although the difference between simulations and data remains significant. Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the normalized error between observed and predicted values of the different measures. These errors for the inverse niche model exhibit for the most part a large decrease relative to their values for the random model (compare 1 and 4 in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that a number of errors are still larger than 1 (or 2) in absolute magnitude shows, however, that there are still significant differences between the data and the model-generated webs. The models with constant ranges, including the model with no hierarchy (Tables [S1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and [S2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, Supplement), exhibit the worse performance. Interestingly, the hierarchy itself can be relaxed, and the performance of the model with random centers and decreasing ranges is comparable to that of the inverse niche model. Thus, the degree of specialization of the parasites as a function of their position in the niche axis appears to be the key property in the performance of the inverse model. Fig. 3Normalized errors of various models with respect to the **a** species and **b** life stage versions of the Carpinteria food web with the following models: (1) Carpinteria food web with random parasitic links, (2) constant host range with parasite hierarchy, (3) constant host range with random centers (detailed statistics shown in S1 and S2), (4) inverse niche model, and (5) decreasing host range model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our results demonstrate that parasites are far from randomly distributed to the underlying predator--prey food web, extending the findings by Chen et al. ([@CR7]). As emphasized by Bascompte et al. ([@CR3]), higher nestedness implies a more cohesive network consisting primarily of interactions among generalists and a degree of asymmetry in the interaction between specialists and generalists. At a more local level, we have found that clustering measures, based on the feed-forward loop motifs and bi-fan motifs, were also high. The decrease of the proportion of feed-forward loops when the life cycles are disaggregated reflects that this quantity in the species version of the web capture trophic transmission of parasites from prey to predators. The high fraction of completed bi-fans provides further evidence for a non-random structure and justifies the notion of a contiguous "niche" as considered in the proposed inverse niche model. Contiguous host ranges make it more likely that if two parasites parasitize the same host and one of them parasitizes another host, the second parasite parasitizes the second host as well.

A significant part of this non-random structure can be captured by extending the niche model to include parasites in a way that reverses the rules of the original formulation. In the original niche model, placing the center of feeding ranges at or below the consumer's niche value ensures that species feed primarily on resources that are lower in the hierarchy. In addition, having the size of feeding ranges grow in proportion to consumers' positions in the hierarchy ensures that species with higher niche values are increasingly general in their feeding habits. Size or the related metabolic rate must be an important component of the single dimension underlying both the ordering of species and the concept of contiguous ranges for predation and parasitism. Parasitism constitutes a diverse set of strategies which may feed on distinctly different relative sizes of resources (Lafferty and Kuris [@CR19]). One could expand our approach to consider, for example, that parasitoids and parasitic castrators have different relative and absolute body size associations with their hosts compared with typical parasites (macroparasites). In particular, their feeding niche would be narrower and closer to their own niche.

Comparisons of the inverse niche model with the alternative formulations that relax specific assumptions indicate that the key feature of the model for the parasitic links is the increasing specialization of the parasites with their position in the niche axis. However, the tendency of parasites to interact with hosts that occupy a higher position (Chen et al. [@CR7]) does not appear essential. Body mass may thus influence the specificity of parasites and the vulnerability of hosts, but not the range of potential hosts. The inverse niche model further captures the average maximum similarity of parasites, particularly for the species web and less well for the life stage web.

Our analysis has not addressed the performance of the original niche model for food webs that incorporate parasites. In this case, no distinction would be made between parasitic and feeding links. We would then consider a single type of link and a single type of node. This was not the scope of our analysis because we specifically chose to focus on the structure of the parasitic links and on a model of structure that could generate the two distinct types of links. This distinction is essential for a number of future applications of the model, including questions on secondary extinctions and dynamical stability that incorporate different properties of parasitic and free-living species. We have also noted, however, that the original niche model cannot be expected to reproduce the connectance of each of the four subwebs that become possible when parasites are introduced. This limitation should lead to a number of other discrepancies in the fit of the model to data, as confirmed by the detailed analyses of Dunne et al. (personal communication) who show that a number of properties of new webs that include parasites, including the Carpinteria one, appear to deviate from the niche model's expectations and to do so more strongly for the whole web than for the standard subweb composed of free-living species.

The exclusion of parasites of the basal species in the original data will lead to some biases in measured statistics. For instance, the proportional rate of parasites parasitizing basal species has been underestimated as zero while rates of parasitizing intermediate and top species have been overestimated. The average path length for parasites will be increased, and the number of paths will be decreased. However, these biases are mitigated by the fact that these measures are weighted by the number of paths from parasite to basal species. There are typically multiple paths to the basal species for parasites of non-basal species but only one path for parasites of basal species. The other statistical implications of this exclusion are not clear.

A more conclusive assessment of simple models of food web structure that do not include parasites to empirical food web data is now possible based on likelihoods instead of a collection of indices (Allesina et al. [@CR1]). The likelihood that a specific model has generated the observed network has been derived for the cascade, niche, and nested-hierarchy models. Future work should derive a likelihood for the inverse niche model and extend the genetic algorithm of Allesina et al. ([@CR1]) to find a one-dimensional order of both the parasitic and non-parasitic species. Because of the computational complexity of the problem, this will be better achieved by reformulating the models to consider a discrete niche axis (Allesina, personal communication). Such an analysis would also allow the further exploration of the biological properties that underlie the niche axis and the hierarchy of predators and parasites. It would provide an ordering of the species which can then be compared with specific biological properties of interest. Alternatively, different biological properties could be used to order the species, to then compare the resulting likelihoods of the models. Besides size and metabolic rate, the role of phylogenetic relationships should be examined. Likelihood-based approaches would also allow us to consider future extensions of the model(s) we have proposed, as well as alternative formulations. Clearly, there is room for improvement in the fits we have reported. More importantly, future studies should consider all types of links defined by the three (or four) different subwebs that become possible once parasites are introduced, including predation of parasites, parasitism, predation (and parasite--parasite interactions, if present in the data).

Predation on parasites by predators that feed on their hosts is an emergent property of the predator--prey and parasite--host webs and, therefore, can be computed exactly without need for a model. Approximately 30% of the parasites have complex life cycles. Some of these are vector borne; but, in Carpinteria Salt Marsh, most are predator--prey-transmitted. For just those parasites with complex life cycles, 50% of the links involve transmission to a host. To more accurately account for complex life cycles, one would first add parasites to a niche web according to the inverted model (but first negating links to final hosts for parasites with complex life cycles). One would then construct a predator--parasite link for each predator--host link. One could then randomly identify an appropriate fraction (e.g., 30% for Carpinteria Salt Marsh) of the parasites as complex life cycle parasites. One could then assume that the predator served as a final host for another appropriate fraction of the preyed-on parasites (e.g., 50% for Carpinteria Salt Marsh), implying a complex life cycle. Once this is done, assessment of the models to data by use of a long list of indices for the different types of links will be problematic and will benefit from parallel statistical approaches that consider network structure as a whole.

As with its predecessors, the model presented here is static. This type of model can suggest main factors behind the non-random structure of ecological networks and be used to investigate the robustness of the network to species extinctions (Dunne et al. [@CR13]; Dunne et al. [@CR14]; Srinivasan et al. [@CR30]). Beyond static considerations, the cascade and the niche models have been used to formulate large dynamical models of food webs by mapping a set of nonlinear differential equations upon the generated non-random structure of links (Cohen et al. [@CR10]; Chen and Cohen [@CR6]; Williams and Martinez [@CR34]; Martinez et al. [@CR25]). The model proposed here opens the possibility to pursue similar connections between structure and dynamics in large ecological networks encompassing both predators and parasites.
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